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From the mid-17th century to the mid-19th century, Japan essentially closed 
itself to other nations. In the 1850s, pressured by Western powers, which wanted 
access to the country’s markets, Japan opened to international exchange. Through 
treaties, Japan agreed to let non-Japanese live and work in a few designated seaports. 
The most important of these so-called treaty ports was Yokohama (Kanagawa), 
which operated from 1859 to 1899.1
Unfortunately, few contemporary accounts from the first non-Japanese to enter 
the country are known to be extant. Several of the accounts that have survived, 
moreover, are from leading “figures” from the period, in particular government 
officials. Rutherford Alcock, Britain’s first diplomatic representative in Japan, wrote 
an account of his experiences, which was published in 1863.2 Townsend Harris, 
America’s first representative, kept a journal, as did Harris’ secretary and interpreter, 
Henry Heusken.3  The narratives presented by such writers, not surprisingly, focus 
on diplomatic concerns, paying less attention to events from ordinary life.
Some of the first arrivals left retrospective accounts. Ernest Satow, who arrived 
in 1862, published a memoir.4 James H. Ballagh, who arrived in 1861, wrote a short 
piece for a periodical.5 The recollective sources no doubt need to be considered from 
the point of view of the passage of time. Satow published his work in 1921. 
Ballagh’s retrospective appeared in 1909.
Francis Hall was one of the first from abroad to enter Japan. An American, Hall 
arrived in November 1859, taking up residence in Yokohama. Francis Hall kept a 
journal, which has only recently been discovered and published.6 In his fine study of 
how three Americans who went to Japan in the 1870s-90s engaged the world in 
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which they lived, Robert Rosenstone wrote: I “want them to explain the dissonance 
that Japan created in their lives…to elucidate the pain, confusion, and ecstasies, the 
lessons of the culture that can never be named or quantified.”7 If Japanese society 
nearly a generation after opening presented to outsiders such a strikingly different 
cultural space, what must the setting have been like for the first migrants to arrive?     
In his journal entry for 23 January 1860, Hall wrote that it was New Years in 
Japan, the same as in China.8 He went out to see what people were doing. He found 
stores closed, with just a few open. “The greed of gain is as unblushing under a 
brown skin as a white.” He watched holiday greetings being given. At the gate of 
one house, “…the caller exchanged his street shoes for another pair carried by the 
servant, on this second pair he walked to the entrance of the house and left them off 
as he stepped on the mats with his stocking feet. And then such obeisances as were 
made at the doorway between the caller and the called upon can be seen nowhere out 
of Japan.” Hall walked into the  countryside. “Our coming had been spied by the 
children across the fields….There must have been a hundred following us…
shouting…it was New Year’s…and were we English, American, French, or Dutch. 
And when I said we were Hottentots they repeated the word…wondering what new 
nationality this was.”
“First contact” between ordinary Japanese and the migrants indeed must 
have been memorable—awakening, perplexing, framed by an impulse to compare 
and judge. Hall’s journal provides a record of how this migrant engaged newly-
emergent Japan. A striking element in the journal is what one might call sacred 
time, temporality imbued with what can be taken to be spiritual higher meaning. The 
journal serves as a window on how Hall understood sacred time when he arrived and 
how this understanding changed through his encounter with Japan. Who was Francis 
Hall? What sense of sacred time did Hall bring to Japan? How did that sense change 
during Hall’s stay in the country?
Francis Hall: “Travellyerr”
Hall was thirty-eight years old when he disembarked.9 Some seven weeks after 
settling in Yokohama, Hall wrote about an encounter he had with a local Japanese 
official. The mayor’s interpreter called. “He was inquisitive to know our 
professions….I told him that I was a traveller, that was a new profession to him, he 
repeated the name several times and wrote it down in his book, ‘travellyerr,’ for 
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future research, buckled on his two swords and departed.”10 What is known about 
this self-described traveler, before and after arrival in Japan, which sheds light on 
how Hall engaged sacred time in the country? Two points from Hall’s biography 
suggest themselves.
First, Hall had come in the role of traveler.11 One contemporary source noted 
that adventure had drawn Hall to “that hitherto sealed and unknown land.” But Hall 
had arrived with intent to write about his experiences. He had come as a newspaper 
journalist, Japan correspondent for the New York Tribune.
Second, it is not surprising that Hall as a writer took up in his journal matters of 
the spirit.12 Most generally, Hall came from a milieu alive with religious and 
intellectual currents. He was a product of the Northeastern United States, which was 
swept by a number of important social movements in the first half of the 19th 
century, including transcendentalism, utopianism, evangelicalism, and abolitionism 
(anti-slavery activism). Hall, a New Englander and later resident of Upstate New 
York, was familiar with these societal developments. He appears to have been an 
abolitionist and was a former school teacher and book store owner. He had known 
prominent thinkers including apparently the transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
the educational reformer Horace Mann, and the writer Oliver Wendell Holmes. To 
informed and curious journeyers from the American East coast at mid-19th century 
such as Francis Hall, Japan as “heathen” would have been a source of great interest. 
As Christopher Benfey has recently written about American travelers who went to 
the newly-emergent country, “No region of the United States was more enamored of 
Japan than New England.”
***
Hall, in Japan, changed. He remained a newspaper correspondent, but also 
became an international trader.13 His horizons lengthened in relation to the country. 
At the end of 1860, he wrote that he had expected to have already absented himself 
from Japan. Yet he was to sojourn almost six more years.14 How did Hall think about 
sacred time, pre-arrival Japan? How did his thoughts change during his encounter 
with the country?
Francis Hall’s Religious Identity Pre-Encounter Japan
Hall’s religious identity may have changed during passage from America to 
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Japan. I am assuming, however, that it did not. Early entries in the journal thus can 
be taken as a window on Hall’s religious identity at the time he departed America. 
The journal provides a record of an engaged mainstream Protestant. Early journal 
entries show Hall embracing and enacting main tenets of his faith. Most particularly, 
this religious identification includes a temporal component.
Early entries in the journal point to three elements of faith in relation to Hall 
and a sensibility of sacred time. First, there is the element of worship. Hall often 
attended Sunday church services. According to his journal, Hall attended Protestant 
services eleven of his twelve first Sundays in Yokohama and apparently thirty of the 
Sundays during his first year in the port.15 Moreover, Hall wanted to remember his 
church attendance was regular. In December 1859, he wrote, “Sabbath service as 
usual.”16 During his first year in Japan, Hall remarked on the “usualness” of his 
attendance at Sunday services at least nine times.17
Second, there is the element of fellowship with co-believers. Hall had options 
for where to reside in Yokohama. He chose to lodge with James and Clara Hepburn, 
husband and wife Protestant missionaries. He remained with the Hepburns for 
approximately half a year and, according to journal entries, was often in their 
company.18 On 8 December 1859, Hall accompanied Clara Hepburn in her 
shopping.19 He did the same the next day.20 On 24 January 1860, Hall took a walk 
with James Hepburn.21 He did the same four days later. The journal also shows Hall 
often in the company of other practicing Protestants during the early portion of his 
stay.22 After leaving the Hepburns, Hall resided for a time with the Simmons, 
another missionary couple.23
Third, there is the element of doctrinal belief and historical time. Hall saw the 
unfolding of human events within the framework of Protestant belief and experience. 
The course of human history was divided between true believers and others. Hall 
distinguished between the faithful—to use his word, Christendom—and non-
believers.24 Non-believers for Hall meant the general native population. During his 
first month in Japan, Hall wrote, on more than one occasion, about how he found 
Japanese licentious and intemperate (in drink), possessed of “blunted sense” and 
“degraded position…as to the ordinary decencies of life.”25 “Intemperance in drink, 
and intemperance in lust, are the national sins of Japan.” 26 Japanese as non-Christian 
were an outgroup. Japan, Hall wrote, “has no Sabbath.”27 But Hall also “distanced” 
others besides the host population. Non-Christian migrants were drawn to newly-
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opened Japan. As a British newspaper correspondent wrote about Yokohama in 
1861, “There are a good many Chinamen here.”28 Hall knew and drew a conceptual 
boundary around non-Christian migrants in the port. In late 1859, he wrote about 
one encounter he had with a European migrant: “Obtained fifty [gold coins]…of the 
Jew.”29 In spring 1860, he wrote that the crew of a sailing ship included Malay with 
“broad faces inclined to stupidity or half senseless expression” and Goa Portuguese 
“looking like Hindoo half breeds whom centuries of oriental life and habit have 
reduced to nearly the oriental breed.” 30
   Sunday worship, Christian fellowship, and a clear demarcation of Other (in 
relation to the here and now and no doubt the hereafter) were parts of Hall’s early 
experience in Japan. These elements gave a temporal rhythm to Hall’s spiritual life, 
a kind of sacred time informing his daily affairs, this construct seemingly coming 
intact with him from America. Hall, it is known, had been active in his local church 
pre-embarkation.31 Hall engaged emergent Japan through a particular spiritual 
compass oriented toward the religious pattern he had known in his prior life. This 
pattern was about to change.
A Reconstitution of Sacred Time: “It is a lesson to us who think we are so much 
better than the heathen.”
More than two years after arriving, Hall reflected on religion among Japanese. 
While unsympathetic to formal Buddhism, he found Shinto practice among ordinary 
Japanese to have a simple integrity and deep piety which impressed him. Japanese 
were still Other. But in some respects he now found them a level above other 
outgroups. Japanese were different, better than “other semi-barbarian people.” 32 Hall 
wrote:
In every Japanese house is the ‘Kami no tana,’ or ‘Closet of the kami,’ where 
are the emblems of the old Shinto faith….The Shinto shrine must always be 
of unpainted woods…and…shuns bronzed ornaments. There is a lamp for 
light, the great emblem of this faith….In the morning the husband or wife 
strikes a new light from the flint, for old fire will not do, and lights the lamp 
at the shrine…At evening new fire is again given to the replenished lamp….
In families who live opposite me last summer, when doors were open, I 
could see each day at eventide the housewife lighting first the altar flame and 
then the household lamp. It seemed never to be omitted or forgotten, and I 
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thought it a lesson to us who think we are so much better than the heathen. If 
we have more reason, have we more faith in our worship? 33
This entry is in some key ways representative of the journal for the middle 
and later years of Hall’s stay in Japan. Frequently during these years, Hall turns his 
attention to the topic of spirituality and Japan. A number of his observations focus on 
sacred time and give evidence of Hall’s own sense of the same changing. Encounters 
like he had at eventide with neighbors and Shinto ritual led him to reexamine the 
spiritual and ways he had known of keeping faith.
   Hall’s reflections on the spiritual as they pertain to matters of temporality 
coalesce around three main points. First, Hall found a setting which took him out of 
the rhythm of the everyday and put him into a finer, rarer temporality. Hall indeed 
was not attracted by Buddhism. He found the faith’s formal apparatus deadening. In 
1860, he wrote that Buddhist priests were “very ignorant.”34 They professed a creed 
they knew “nothing about.” Two years later, he noted, “…inert, dull, monotonous 
lives do these monks lead….”35 In 1863, he commented: “I do not know any class of 
people in Japan more repulsive than these stupid looking young priests with their 
joyless eyes and blank unmeaning faces.”36 But while not taken with Buddhist 
worship, Hall was entranced by another feature of the religion. He came to admire 
and feel spiritually uplifted by the grounds which surrounded Buddhist temples.
Hall frequently visited Buddhist temples. From summer 1860 to summer 1861, 
he visited temples at least twenty-four times.37 In one five month period in 1862, he 
visited temples at least fifteen times.38 By late in his stay in Japan, Hall seems to 
have begun to find unremarkable certain features of the country he had once taken 
great interest in. In 1866, for example, he cut short some entries in the journal 
because, as he wrote, he had taken up their subjects before.39 His interest in temple 
enclosures, however, remained alive. As late as the second to last entry in the 
journal, Hall returns to the topic, describing things he finds splendid in these 
settings.40
Hall found temple grounds beautiful. He was enchanted with their landscaping. 
He frequently remarked on temple ground appointments, finding the avenues, 
walkways, stone stair cases, open terraces, and covered spaces he encountered 
aesthetically pleasing. He also frequently turns his attention to the flora he 
encountered, finding the variety and layout of plants and trees at temples exquisite.
The crafted beauty he perceived at temple grounds struck Hall as other-worldly. 
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The total effect for Hall was a sense of remove. Graceful, majestic tableaus wrought 
from nature engendered a feeling of retreat and serenity. The sublime was 
experienced. Contrasting Buddhist prayers with temple grounds, Hall wrote: “We 
contented ourselves with a peep through the windows and saw at least fifty Buddhist 
monks…performing service. We left the worshippers to the enjoyment of their own 
privacy, more interested ourselves in the worship of nature outside.” 41
Temple grounds were indeed spiritually inviting for Hall. They came to 
represent for him a kind of place out of time, or, if you will, time out of place, 
a temporality which bestowed a sense of special blessing. How Hall felt—and 
experienced time—in temple grounds is suggested through his descriptions of his 
visits to what was perhaps his favorite temple in Yokohama.
   Bukenji belonged to the Nichiren sect. The temple, which was destroyed by 
earthquake in 1923, apparently was a large complex. Two travel guides from the 
early 20th century describe the temple as an especially fine place for viewing cherry 
blossoms in the spring.42
   Bukenji inspired Hall. According to the journal, Hall visited the temple on 
several occasions.43 He apparently first visited in January 1860, writing that the 
temple presented the most “picturesque” setting he had seen so far in Yokohama.44 
“Our party were all in raptures of delight over the retirement, neatness, and beauty of 
this place. Clean walks, evergreen hedgerows, and trees both graceful and majestic, 
shed an air of such quiet beauty that each exclaimed ‘who would not live here.’” In 
1863, he recorded: “We sat down at the top of a flight of stone steps where on a shelf 
against the green sward bank of the neighboring hillside the upper temple stands 
embowed in shade. There is not a stone or fallen leaf or any one of the marauding 
weeds and grasses that can intrude for a moment on the clean sanctity of the paths 
that stretch before us. The air is full of repose….” 45
Time at Bukenji spoke to Hall’s soul. What he called the “vacuum quite” 
brought a sense of peace and grace.46
Second, inspired by moments spent in temple grounds, Hall also experienced 
another manner of sacred time. He came to admire what he took to be the special 
way Japanese engaged the past. On the one hand, he found Japanese strikingly 
backward. Two-hundred-year seclusion had put them behind the West in knowledge 
and technology. Recounting a conversation with a Japanese laborer, he wrote that 
the man believed that Japan was “a country exactly square.” 47 After watching British 
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soldiers stationed in Yokohama drill with Japanese soldiers, he wrote: “It was the 
14th and 19th century suddenly brought together….”48 He wrote about one temple 
that there were sacred horses which were fed beans out of a tub. If the tub were put 
on the head of a worshipper while praying, it was found “a sure amulet against the 
measles….”49 He recorded, cryptically, in 1863 that to a “pagan” the day’s events 
would be a “happy omen” but “being thoughtful” the day brought “unhappy 
contrast.” 50
On the other hand, Hall came to appreciate what he thought to be two kinds of 
special importance Japanese attached to the past. First, he thought that Japanese had 
assigned an instrumentality to the past which had allowed them to be able to come to 
terms with the powerful forces of nature which governed local life. Agriculture was 
fragile, with limited land for cultivation. Also the tempests of nature continually 
threatened: fires, typhoons, and, especially, earthquakes. The journal records Hall 
experiencing at least six temblors during his first seven months in Japan.51 A quake 
he felt in January 1860 woke him with “violent throes” that shook his home “to its 
foundation.”52 Yet Japanese prospered. Hall was taken by the civilization’s 
persistence, Japanese, over millennia, fashioning a set of beliefs to come to grips 
with nature’s power and mysteries. While not embracing the constructs himself, Hall 
recognized how animistic Shinto and myth and lore about nature empowered 
Japanese to deal with the exigencies in their natural environment.
At the end of his first month, he wrote that Mt. Fuji was worshipped and that all 
mountains had their “appropriate gods.”53 He soon added: “…we frequently 
encounter little wayside niches with objects of worship in them.”54 These wayside 
places of worship were sites for recognizing patron gods connected with the potential 
bounties—and hazards—of nature. In spring 1860, at the start of the rice planting 
season, Hall wrote that the wayside niches were adorned with colored flags in order 
to propitiate the deities.55 He noted at about the same time that Japanese were 
obliged to plant a tree if they cut one down. This was “not law but a common 
custom.”56 Hall had a strong sense of how Japanese infused the sacred in their 
ecological space to impart wisdom about the environment from generation to 
generation. The idea “that Nature in herself by her own laws is capable of working 
out the daily procession of events, that she is herself cause and effect, seems to be…
widespread…among this people.”57 The New Year, Hall wrote about 1865, was 
“bravely begun.”58 Boatmen went out into the harbor, rowing, shouting, and 
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throwing money into the water for good luck. Farmers started the year by planting 
seed in little patches. Others rode horses up and down the roads as if they were going 
to market. Three years earlier, Hall wrote about the spring festival for planting rice. 
The patron deity, Japanese believed, had come in the remote past from heaven to 
earth and taught them how to cultivate and use rice. The festival was meant to be 
instructive for the young as well as the old. “The children as usual take a moving 
part in the day’s demonstrations being indefatigable in beating the temple drums the 
tire long day.”59 Hall noted in 1861 about one temple, “…there was nothing to 
impress the great age of this place on one unless it were the trunks of some old trees 
which were propped up and preserved with religious care, so long as there was a 
twig or leaf of vitality remaining….” 60
Traditional belief honoring nature had social utility for modern Japanese. Hall 
also found Japanese employing the past in another significant way. Japanese 
valorized oldness itself. In a land that had prized social continuity, longevity was 
seen as a virtue. Hall saw station and persistence conjoined bringing stability and 
continuity to Japanese society. Social harmony resulted from experience of the past 
being privileged in shaping current life. Hall wrote that the respect shown the aged 
was universal. He had only seen old and young quarrel “but once.”61 He noted that 
young women “need but a word from their elders” to contribute to the household.62 
He described meeting a ninety-four year old man. People “paid him every mark of 
respect and were evidently gratified that we were also.”63 Hall wrote about a 
conversation he had with an elderly physician. At age one hundred, the man said, he 
would be supported by the emperor as “according to custom.” 64
   Hall was especially taken with the respect Japanese paid ancestors. He wrote 
in entries in at least three years about the holiday of Bon. Coming in August, the 
holiday memorializes the deceased. In 1860, he noted that Bon was second in 
importance as a holiday in Japan, being surpassed only by New Years.65 In 1864, he 
remarked that the remembrance was generally practiced by the various classes.66 In 
1861, he commented that the pious observance was “extremely pleasing.”67 
Cemeteries were widely visited. Tombstones were cared for. Flowers were placed at 
graves. Incense was burned.
Past and present interpenetrated in daily life drew Hall’s attention and general 
admiration.
Finally, moved by his time in temple grounds and drawn by how Japanese 
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sanctified the present through the past, Hall experienced a third kind of sacred time. 
Hall was ambivalent about Japanese cities. He was impressed with their size, 
cleanliness, and diversity of offerings but was struck by the economic disparity he 
saw among classes.68 He noted “dingy shops and low mean houses” next to 
impressive residences.69 Begging was common.70 In contrast, he was enthralled with 
the Japanese countryside. In one entry, he described stopping at a “snug” farm 
house.71 The setting presented an “apparent picture of happiness.” Hall speculated: 
“…the peasantry of Nippon live more quiet contented lives than most any people of 
earth, savage or civilized.” He wrote in another entry about the countryside: “I note 
everywhere the utter absence of need.”72
   Just as Hall dismissed Buddhist worship and general knowledge in Japan, he 
found Japanese work habits lacking. Japanese laborers were slow and inefficient. He 
wrote that Japanese unskilled labor like with “all other orientals” knew one way of 
moving heavy burdens, “strength and stupidity.”73 A box moved by fourteen 
Japanese “Six Irishmen would have done much quicker, better….”74 Japanese 
bureaucracy was maddening. A transaction that took Japanese officials four hours 
could have been handled by “any American of ordinary capacity” in thirty minutes.75
But Hall marveled at what Japanese labor achieved in the rural setting, finding 
the humanly-transformed landscape stunning. The sublime effect Hall felt in 
Buddhist temple grounds he also had in the settled back country. The hinterland 
was not just  utilitarian “scape.” Agricultural fields, forested land, village setting, 
connecting roads were imbued with a sense of visual harmony. Hall rhapsodized 
about the appearance of the rural environment. Serenity was to be found by 
withdrawing from the everyday into the seclusion of temple grounds. It also was to 
be experienced by going out into the daily world constructed by ordinary Japanese 
beyond the city.
Hall enjoyed outings into the country. He wrote what he saw and felt on these 
occasions. In one representative entry, he described taking a walk.76 “…[N]othing in 
the face of nature could be more beautiful than the lovely aspect of fields and valleys 
and hills all clad in their summer robes of vivid green.” He lay on a cliff, “breathing 
of the winds,” “lulled into sleep.” On another occasion, remarking on the sight of 
some farm fields, he wrote that “the whole country [had] a look of a garden.”77 In 
1860, he noted: “Had a pleasant walk…into one of the most picturesque hamlets I 
have seen….The walk along the ridge home just before set of sun was one of the 
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rural pleasures that never satiate.”78 The next year he recorded: “A charming day 
following the late rains…The rich fields…are a picture of beauty, one broad carpet 
of green and gold. Handsomer fields I never saw in our rich country.”79 In 1863, he 
remarked: “A walk in few countries can be more enticing than among our fields. Far 
as eye could see over the rolling landscape the fields were carpeted with the rich 
growth of wheat and barley, a bright and vivid green interrupted…in golden 
blossom.”80 In another entry in 1863, Hall expanded on his favorite walk. His path 
took him to an upland overlooking woods, fields, ocean, and settlement. “I mount 
the little hillocks that the farmer has left…and feast my eyes with the park like 
landscape….”81 He added he would carry the superb picture with him when he left 
Japan. “I know it must and will haunt me….”
   The constructed Japanese countryside led Hall to reflect on the alleged 
superiority of the Western—Christian—world. In a sentence noteworthy for its 
length (more than 250 words) as well as for its images, Hall dilates on the design 
and setting of Japanese villages, cultivated fields, and country roads.82 He ponders 
the source of the attractiveness. He asks if it is an “accident” from “savage nature 
and half savage man” or divinely inspired. An outing in 1860 had Hall write that he 
gazed “in mute silence” at the landscape.83 The sight had the “bearing of an 
inspiration.”
In writing about time and space, the geographer Yi-Fu Tuan has speculated on 
the question of attachment to place as a function of time. “How long does it take to 
know a place?”84 Tuan argues that attachment to place seldom comes quickly. 
However, a “brief but intense experience is capable of nullifying the past so that we 
are ready to abandon home for the promised land.” 85
What impact did Japan have on Hall? To what extent did the country change 
Hall’s sense of the sacred in temporal experience? Hall knew “old Nippon” as 
fleeting.86 As early as 1862, he noted the passing of old ways. Yet Hall clearly tried 
to engage tradition during his years in the country. He was sensitive to trying to 
understand what had been before Japan opened. What he discovered he reported and 
interpreted in his journal. His observations as they pertain to sacred time are at once 
descriptive and evaluative. The record details and judges. It shows Hall intensely 
interested in trying to make sense of things. It does not, finally, reveal what Hall 
came to believe. The journal is largely silent on how Hall ultimately puts together 
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his conception of sacred time pre-embarkation with that which he constructs post-
disembarkation. Where Hall’s attachments lie at the end of his sojourn in Japan to 
the sacred remain unclear.
Japan problematized the sacred for Hall. The journal shows Hall experiencing 
the sacred on terms outside and perhaps, in some instances, above those he had 
known in the West. Shinto piety impressed Hall. The idea that Providence worked 
through “heathen” to bring beauty into the world gave Hall pause. The ways of 
homeland may have lost their certitude. Hall commented that temple grounds with 
their consecration of adorned nature would be a luxury in the West where land was 
“only deemed fit to be spanned by railroads, cut into ditches, or devoted to 
townships.”87 He mused about the grounds of one temple: “…the mossy walls of 
stone and the venerable old trees spoke of long generations ago….How I wished that 
I could have transported this bodily to young fresh America, it would be a curiosity 
greater than Niagara, more wonderful than the Mammoth Cave.” 88
Yet questioning one’s past did not necessarily lead to abandonment. Four years 
into his stay, Hall could write about the day, “It seems a Sabbath indeed.”89 In the 
same year, he spoke of his trust in the God he had known.90
The outcome for Hall in Japan for the sacred may indeed have been an 
unresolved tension. Hall embraced the Sabbath as late as 1863.91 But he may have 
stopped practicing it at an earlier date. As mentioned above, upon arriving in Japan, 
Hall observed the Sabbath. This pattern, however, interestingly changes. The journal 
last records Hall attending Sunday church in spring 1861.92 From that time onward, 
Hall is silent about Sunday worship. At the same time, the journal increasingly gives 
attention to the rural setting. Most particularly, the journal shows Hall visiting the 
countryside during his first year in Japan on seven Sundays, during his second year 
on fourteen Sundays.93 Of the last ten journal entries for Sundays, five record Hall 
visiting the countryside.94 Did his time on Sunday in the countryside supplant 
church worship or did these two sacred times somehow come together?
Hall wrote that a stranger cannot grasp the frequency of temples in Japan. “…
[T]hey abound everywhere in nook and dell, on hill in grove, in town and country, 
every ten minutes ride will bring you in sight of one….”95 He also noted: “Three 
patterns ever recurring in a Japanese landscape…thatched cottages in the valley 
hamlets, miyas [Shinto shrines] among the green groves of the hills century planted, 
and temples in the choice picturesque spots whether of hill or valley….”96 The 
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newly-emergent country clearly caught Francis Hall’s attention as a site for the 
sacred. This traveler knew special time in what he came to describe as “the real of 
my life in this far away country.”97 Whether Japan was the promised land for Hall 
and experience of sacred time is an open question.
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